
MURRIETA YOUTH SOCCER LEAGUE
Player Freeze Form

Coaches may have a maximum of (3) three players identified as freezes

Complete & sign below, you must list your player on line 1.  Siblings count as individual freezes.  Freeze players aren't eligible for buddy or sibling requests.
In order to expedite the draft process, this form along with a set of 2 signed Program Administrator Application Forms for each administrator on the team
must be turned in to the registrar no later than the last in house registration date.  Forms turned in after the last in house registration may not be accepted.

List Team Administrators

Coach Statement:  I'm authorized to freeze the above player(s) as confirmed by the parent's signature above (no signature = no player freeze).  I have also verified that the player(s)
have been or will be registered to play in the division and age group that I'm signing up to coach.  I understand that coaching assignments are issued based on first come basis,
credentials & player availability.  And further understand that MYSL cannot guarantee that a team will be assigned to me and that the above players are not guaranteed to be
assigned to my team (if one is assigned to me).
IMPORTANT NOTICE:  Wait listed players aren't eligible to be a coach's freeze.  Freeze players cannot be assigned a buddy or sibling request.

PARENTS:  Please note, every attempt will be made to roster your child to the above coach's team, however, MYSL cannot guarantee the placement of the player with the above
coach.  This could be due to various factors, which may include number of registered players, number of coaches and team availability.  By signing above, I understand that my
child may be placed in the blind draft, and assigned to a different coach, and that once assigned to a team a player cannot be moved for any reason.  Wait listed players aren't eligible to
be a coach's freeze.  Freeze players cannot be assigned a buddy or sibling request.
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ASS'T COACH

TEAM MGR.

ASS'T COACH

HEAD COACH

Coaching Lic. Level Risk Management?

    Email

    Email

    Email

Coaching Lic. Level Risk Management ?

Coaching Lic. Level Risk Management ?

    Email

Coaching Lic. Level Risk Management ?

Minimum Coaching License Requirements:
Micro Division  (Under 5 - under 8):  YM3 OR "F "
U10 - U12: YM3 OR "F "
U14 - U18: "E"Coed/Girls?

DIVISIONS:  Refer to website for divisions & age groups offered

Freeze 1

Freeze 2

Freeze 3

Phone

Phone

Phone

Sign

Sign

Sign

PLAYER FIRST/LAST NAME & DOB REQUIRED                 *PARENT SIGNATURE REQUIRED
BEFORE SIGNING, READ DISCLOSURE BELOW

Age Group - U:

DOB

DOB

 DOB

Coach Signature

Date/Time Field
Score Score

Score Score

Score Score

Boys Girls
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G. Rada
D:20091022102357- 07'00'
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MURRIETA YOUTH SOCCER LEAGUE  
Player Freeze Form 
Coaches may have a maximum of (3) three players identified as freezes
Complete & sign below, you must list your player on line 1.  Siblings count as individual freezes.  Freeze players aren't eligible for buddy or sibling requests.  In order to expedite the draft process, this form along with a set of 2 signed Program Administrator Application Forms for each administrator on the team must be turned in to the registrar no later than the last in house registration date.  Forms turned in after the last in house registration may not be accepted.
List Team Administrators
Coach Statement:  I'm authorized to freeze the above player(s) as confirmed by the parent's signature above (no signature = no player freeze).  I have also verified that the player(s) have been or will be registered to play in the division and age group that I'm signing up to coach.  I understand that coaching assignments are issued based on first come basis, credentials & player availability.  And further understand that MYSL cannot guarantee that a team will be assigned to me and that the above players are not guaranteed to be assigned to my team (if one is assigned to me).   
IMPORTANT NOTICE:  Wait listed players aren't eligible to be a coach's freeze.  Freeze players cannot be assigned a buddy or sibling request.
 
PARENTS:  Please note, every attempt will be made to roster your child to the above coach's team, however, MYSL cannot guarantee the placement of the player with the above coach.  This could be due to various factors, which may include number of registered players, number of coaches and team availability.  By signing above, I understand that my child may be placed in the blind draft, and assigned to a different coach, and that once assigned to a team a player cannot be moved for any reason.  Wait listed players aren't eligible to be a coach's freeze.  Freeze players cannot be assigned a buddy or sibling request.
 
 
Minimum Coaching License Requirements:
Micro Division  (Under 5 - under 8):  YM3 OR "F "
U10 - U12: YM3 OR "F "
U14 - U18: "E"
DIVISIONS:  Refer to website for divisions & age groups offered                                                                                                                     
PLAYER FIRST/LAST NAME & DOB REQUIRED
                *PARENT SIGNATURE REQUIRED
BEFORE SIGNING, READ DISCLOSURE BELOW
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Boys         
Girls
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